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Abstract
This paper discusses the application of Wenner’s Electrical Resistivity Tomography, geological, and
satellite-imaging techniques to the process of determining sinkholes and overburdened thickness in covered
carbonate karst terrains. The study area is located in (Kinta Valley), at a place called Kampung Kunsila estate,
situated northwest of Kampar City and south of Ipoh, the capital of Perak, Peninsular Malaysia.
Several active sinkholes were discovered and identified during site field inspections. The sinkholes ranged from
narrow-to-medium and medium-to-wide sizes, some with exposed throats. On average, the diameter of the
sinkholes in the study area ranged from 1 m to more than ~ 30 m, some having approximately the corresponding
range in depth. Surface water induces erosion along the frame of the sinkhole, which causes enlargement to
several meters long. Some of the sinkholes were selected for the application of high-resolution geophysical
technique in order to realize the objectives of the study.
Wenner’s Electrical Resistivity Tomography (ERT) was used along many profiles to capture the image of the
subsurface across and in proximity to various types of sinkholes as a primary stage. This method will allow the
recognition of their shapes and estimation of their depths. In addition it will assist to know the origin of these
sinkholes.
The resistivity data from the multi-electrode measurements were collected at several profiles were plotted in
graphs/maps. The resistivity maps showed images of many active karstic cavities and sinkholes having different
shapes and origins. Some of these were identified as karstic features (sinkholes and cavities) as well water, clay
or air infill. Additionally, the transmission of the material from the top (soil surface) down to the bedrocks via the
solution showed enlarged joints, drainage systems or pipes, which is expected.
The interpretation of the resistivity data was used to generate a geological model of the specified area. The
geological model derived from the interpretation of the geophysical data consisted of a basal limestone unit,
which was widely karstified and constituted the bedrock of the study area. The overburdened layers consist of
sand, containing lenses of clay and covered by soil or sandy clay and friable sand. There are also rock fragments
scattered throughout. This karstified limestone bedrock is intervened with sinkholes and cavities, in-filled with
clay or sandy clay and sand. This is invariably interpreted as a karstic process.
A certain variety of sinkholes with differing origins was identified in the study area via the information from the
geological and geophysical survey data records. The first type of identified sinkholes was a few meters in
diameter and depth and was referred to as cover-layers or material subsidence. The second type was wider than
the first type in terms of diameter and depth, referred to as cover-collapse sinkholes; and the third kind of
sinkhole is a slump depression produced on the ground surface. Finally, the fourth type is an opening with a
funnel shape depression or sink, referred to as pipes.
The field study identified the type of sediments in the subsurface’s layers, and estimated its approximate depth
and thickness. Moreover, the depth of the limestone bedrock was generated for all sites. The tomography data
from different profiles were interpreted using the existence of the extracted boring samples to improve the results
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of the ERT. When comparing the interpretations from individual profiles with the boring data, a discrepancy is
detected in the depth values, speculated to be resulting from variations between the normal subsurface geology
and the data from the electrical resistivity survey profiles. Most of the data points contain errors of less than 1 m,
with some data points containing errors of less than 3 m.
This study also discovered that this area and other areas with similar specifications are hazardous vis-à-vis
constructing accommodation for habitation or animal sheds. There is a possibility of collapse or subsidence of
the soil cover or the material and underlying layers due to the load at any time in the near future. This study also
identified an area of ongoing subsurface dissolutional erosion that may eventually lead to a collapse in the future.
Two solution methods are recommended to use in the plan to minimize the risk of problem areas in this site.
Keywords: sinkholes, overburden thicknesses, carbonate karsts, combining techniques, Perak-Peninsular
Malaysia
1. Introduction
Karst in carbonate terrains is a distinctive landscape and hydrology, which occurs from a mixture of high-rock
solubility and a well-developed secondary porosity. The carbonate rocks (limestone, dolomite, marble) are often
characterized by a group of landforms, which includes an extensive range of closed surface depressions,
underground drainage, well-developed systems, and sinkholes. These depressions form the main focus of this
paper.
Sinkholes appear due to many reasons, such as being the result of the runoff of heavy rains channeled towards
the bedrock from the flow of groundwater; irregular distribution of unconsolidated material over the bedrock
surface; or subsidence movement. Many carbonate rocks contain various amounts of insoluble materials and
solution-enlarged joints. When the soluble components are dissolved and removed by groundwater, the insoluble
materials remain, which include sedimentary material such as gravel, sand, silt and clay. Sediments such as
alluvial or marine sediments may also mantle the bedrock. Regardless of their purported origin, the sediments
protect the limestone bedrock and prevent any solution-related features in/on it.
Due to the elevation of the limestone/soil interface being location dependent, defining the depth to the carbonate
bedrock with the boring data is time-uncontrollable and expensive, and may be misleading due to insufficient
data density. On the other hand, the boundary between rock and soil is often sharply defined Sowers, G.F. (1996).
The overburdened soil differs from the underlying carbonate rock, whether it is residual soils produced by
mechanical and chemical breakdown of rocks from the ground surface, or it is transported from its origin. This
contrast provides the basis for applying geophysical techniques to represent sinkholes, the carbonate bedrocks,
and the overburdened soil surface in covered karst terrains.
Two-dimensional (2D) electrical resistivity profiles were applied in the proximity of active and non-active
sinkholes at the Kunsila estate site, situated in northwest of Kampar and south of Ipoh, as shown in Figure 1.
Forty-one steel electrode arrays were employed in these surveys, with a spacing of 5 m. The length of the
electrical survey lines is 200 m, and it depends on the size of area and the placement of the wire arrays. The
space between the two lines was on average 10 m at this site.
The electrical resistivity data acquired from the survey is constructive for several reasons, among them the fact
that karstic features can be delineated by a completed closely spaced parallel resistivity profile; and the
subsurface can be immediately imaged across and in proximity to many sinkholes in order to determine the
karstic features. The provided images were reliable, and support the interpretation about the study area, if it is
underlain by several varieties of karst features (sinkholes, cavities and voids). The survey shows sinkholes, in
many different sizes and shapes can be recognized in the study area. It is capable of characterizing the subsurface
bedrock in covered karst terrains.
In this study, it is recognized that the subsurface limestone bedrock was widely karstified by providing reliable
images of the karstified limestone bedrock. On top of identifying the type of sediments in the subsurface layering,
which includes estimating its approximate depth and thickness, it also indicated that the surface was overlaid in
various places by friable sand and the remnants of limestone rock and other rock fragments. This is due to the
high resistivity recorded in most of the overburdened cover. Furthermore, it also allows an understanding and
prediction of whether or not an area in the vicinity to this study area might be a threat in the near future.
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Figuree 1. Google Noormal, terrain, Satellite imagge viewing the location of thee study area in (Kinta Valley))
northwest oof Kampar Citty and south off Ipoh, the capiital of Perak, Peninsular
P
Mallaysia
This studyy also discussses many conssiderations about the imporrtant elementss which play major roles inn the
developmeent of karst phhenomena and
d the dissolutioon process whhich effect in the
t increasing of carbonate karst
features inn the Sungai Peerak Basin (Kinta Valley).
2. Objectiive of Study
The geophhysical investiigations metho
od (ERT) wass conducted att fundamental sites in order to determinee the
following objectives:
Imaging thhe subsurface immediately across and inn proximity too many sinkho
oles and deterrmine other kaarstic
features suuch as voids, cavities.
Estimate thhe depth of theese sinkholes.
Recognizee the shape of tthe sinkholes.
Understand the origin off these sinkholes.
Determinee the type of seediments and th
he subsurface layering, incluuding its depth
h and thicknesss.
Generate a geological m
model of the stu
udy area.
Pinpoint air-filled karsticc voids or caviities present inn the subsurface.
y area will creaate any probabble threat in thee future.
Understand if approximaating this study
3. Locatioon of the Studyy Area
The study area is locatedd in (Kinta Vaalley), at a placce called Kamp
mpung Kunsila estate, east off Kledang seriees, as
shown in figure 2, withh GPS coordin
nates of latitudde N 4°23' 44..16" - N 4°23'56.88" and loongitude E101° 07'
52.46" - E101°
E
08' 6.78". It is situated
d northwest off Kampar and south of Ipoh
h, the capital of
o Perak, Peninnsula
Malaysia. Figure 2 view
wing the locatio
on of the study area in land use
u map, satelliite image, and land-photograaphs.
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Figure 2. Land
L
use map,, satellite imag
ge, land photoggraph viewing the study areaa located in Kuunsila estate, N
North
Weest of Kampar City and southh of Ipoh City the capital of Perak state
4. Geologyy of the Studyy Area
Kinta Valley, located in w
western Penin
nsular Malaysiaa, forms a V-shhaped valley open
o
to the souuth and boundeed by
the granitic massif of the Main Rangee to the east annd of the Western or Kledang Range to thee west. The grranite
that forms the mountainss have been daated to the Triaassic age Cobbbing, E.J. et al. (1992).
The limesttone hills are tthe remnants of
o extensive liimestone bedss, which are paart of large Paalaeozoic carboonate
platform complexes
c
thhat covered parts of Southheast Asia. Palaeozoic
P
lim
mestone outcroops area scatttered
intermittenntly throughouut Peninsula Malaysia.
M
The ooriginal limesttone beds of the
t Kinta Valleey, presumed tto be
Carboniferrous, Ingham, F.T., &Bradfford, E.P. (19960); Hutchinsson, C.S. (200
07) or possiblly Permian inn age
Fontaine, H.,
H bin Amnann, I. (1995), haave been severeely eroded andd karstified.
Deposited more than 2550 million yeaars ago and buuried to great depths,
d
lithifieed and eventuaally brought too the
surface byy tectonic forcces, presumab
bly in the Meesozoic, the Palaeozoic limeestone of the Kinta Valley was
exposed too a humid troopical to equattorial climate for very longg periods of tiime, which sloowly dissolves the
limestoness. The hills arre the only reemaining visibble part of thee Palaeozoic limestone layers underlyingg the
tertiary to recent alluviall deposits overr the entire exppanse of the Kiinta Valley and
d beyond.
The limesstone of Kintta Valley overlies extensivve younger grranite bodies, which affectts the texture and
compositioon of the limestone via conttact metamorphhism at the tim
me of granite intrusion.
i
Thiss has been dateed as
originated from the Triiassic age Cob
bbing, E.J. ett al. (1992). Initial
I
observaations reveal that
t
the degreee of
metamorphhism of the lim
mestone variess from hill to hhill, from low (practically
(
inttact limestone)) to high (limesstone
entirely tuurned to marbble). Most of the Kinta Vallley limestonee has undergo
one contact metamorphism from
Sungei Sipput in the northh to Tapah in the
t south. The less metamorpphosed limesto
one is located in
i the northernn part
of Kinta Valley.
V
Figure 33, present the lo
ocation of the study area on the satellite im
mage of Kinta Valley,
V
Perak.
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Figure 3. Satellite image of Kinta valley, Perak, present the location of the study area
4.1 Carbonate Karst Terrains
Karst in carbonate terrains is a type of landscape found on carbonate rocks (limestone, dolomite, marble), and is
characterized by a group of landforms, including an extensive range of closed surface depressions, underground
drainage well-developed system, and a lack of surface streams Cooper, A. H. et al. (2011). Limestone or
dolomite carbonate karst terrains are generally active and diverse in character, and exhibit low solubility, high
mechanical strength and in some cases, low ductility. The dissolution process happens very slowly; a few
millimeters may be dissolved within a hundred years, which has the potential to create a cavity of 1 m or more
across in more than a hundred years. Its highly irregular depths of bedrock, residual red clay-rich soil, and
surface drainages usually characterize the carbonate karst terrains, which fade away in the underground.
Karst develops on soluble rocks, both at the surface and subsurface, due to the rate of dissolution processes that
work in rapidly developing limestone rocks. This depends on a number of factors, such as the power of rainfall,
availability of surface water, and its form to revive as well as groundwater. Other factors include the distribution
of soil-cover, temperature and biological activity, diffusion rate, autogenic content, structural weakness and
lithology of the carbonate sub-layers.
Most sinkholes in carbonate karst rocks are formed via the dissolution processes with acidic water, which occurs
when rainwater absorbs carbon dioxide from the air and decomposing organic material in the soil. It becomes
more acidic, and penetrates into the cracks, which dissolves the rocks. Carbonate karst can be a part of the global
carbon cycle, in which carbon is exchanged between the atmosphere, surface and underground water and
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carbonate minerals. The dissolution of carbonates via the presence of acid in water combines the carbon derived
from the rock and from dissolved CO2 as aqueous HCO3.
The deposition of dissolved carbonate minerals is accompanied, and usually generated by the release of some of
the carbon as CO2.When the bedrock is water-saturated, the dissolution continues along the bedding planes
through the horizontal cracks between rock layers and joints, or fractures in the rock itself. These conduits
enlarge over time, and the water moving through the combination of gravity and hydraulic pressure and it will
further enlarge the conduits via a combination of dissolution and abrasion of the surrounding rocks. The
communication varieties among chemical, physical and biological processes have a broad range of geological
effects, including dissolution, precipitation, and sedimentation and ground subsidence. Diagnostic features such
as sinkholes (dolines), sinking streams, caves and large springs are the result of the dissolutional action of
circulating groundwater, which may be dispersed to entrenched effluent streams.
Initially, most of the underground water moves by laminar flow within narrow fissures, which gradually become
enlarged at or below the water table to form subsurface caves. Once a certain conduit-size threshold is exceeded,
which is typically around 10 to 20 millimeters, the flow becomes turbulent. The caves contain a variety of
dissolution features, sediments and speleothems (deposits with various forms and mineralogy, chiefly calcite), all
of which may preserve a record of the geological and climatic history of the area, surface and subsurface, due to
the solution and associated processes.
Most sinkholes were created on soluble carbonate rocks (marble, limestone and dolomite) because of greater
dissolution related with the difference in composition. The sinkholes developed at both the surface and
subsurface are due to the solution and associated processes. Yassin, R.R. (2002) has documented three main and
most imperative situations that may lead to development of sinkholes in karst region under tropical climate:
Firstly, due to discrepancy of dissolution in areas, the power of rainwater is greatest at the surface and the first 10
m from it; so the surface of exposed or uncovered carbonate outcrops has eroded, thus lowering the ground in the
area. This generally results in sinkholes with shallow depression that may extend up to several tenths of meters.
The materials then move away within slowly enlarging fissures, whereby initial openings and cracks are
produced by the continuation of the dissolving process on the soluble rocks. This is due to activity of the
depressive waters. An internal karst conduit system into the underlying carbonate occurs and results in the
growth of cavities in the rock. If the ceiling or the upper limit of the cavity is not strong and eventually collapses,
a sinkhole may form at the ground surface.
Secondly, in the subsurface, dissolution and downward gravitational movement of the overlying material due to
deformation and internal erosion occurs. Rainwater with a high amount of carbon dioxide finds its way through
the cracks and causes fractures in the underlying porous limestones rocks, which converts the calcium carbonate
by a chemical process into dissolved bicarbonate. The dissolved substance is then washed away. Consequently,
the original minute-line cracks or the joints in the rock are gradually widened and enlarged; hence, it produces a
pattern of fissures. If rainwater penetrates deeper into the subsurface, it forms cavities by corrosion.
When this rainwater starts to flow through the underground cavities, it accumulates and fills the holes. Due to the
mechanical process of erosion, a destructive action in breaking down and carrying away the rock in a system of
linked cavities, cracks and channels. The water can build up pressure, forming dams that can occasionally cause
water to flow uphill. Watercourses can develop consisting of caverns, passages and channels or conduits and the
faster the water flows the deeper the underground cavern becomes completely filled with water. The dissolution
process then depends on the rate at which the water percolates or seep into cavern through the roof. If the land
above the cavern is covered with forests, the flow of water with high carbon dioxide content will be much
stronger than on under grazing land or a totally exposed surface. Collapse of the cavity roofs caused by
dissolution over voids (by the upward diffusion) also results. Deep-seated dissolutional voids may be associated
with this phenomenon. Also, a pipe that may reach several hundred meters in height and with sharp-edged
depressions up to a few tens of meters in diameter generally results.
Thirdly, the situation caused by tectonic activity and earthquakes in karst terrain regions plays a major role in
development of sinkholes in both surface and subsurface. Tectonic fractures occur and these enlarge the
networks of open fissures. Collapse or subsidence of the ground surface occurs as the soil slumps, widening both
joints and fractures. Constructive flow paths enlarge selectively into caves. The enlargement of a cave or caves
and the cavity produced on bedding planes, opening or interconnecting of voids in a block of karstic limestone,
may also occur.
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4.2 Develoopment of the K
Karst Phenomeenon in Kinta Valley
There are a numbers of important elem
ments which pplay major rolees in developm
ment of the kaarst phenomenoon in
the Sungaii Perak Basin (Kinta Valley
y). These elem
ments were working togetherr under severaal conditions inn the
geologic past.
p
The karst in the Sungai Perak Basin haas developed under
u
the follo
owing conditionns:
−

Tectoonic condition through the paast period.

−

Varyiing of climatee conditions th
hrough the passt period from
m humid tropiccal to seasonal savanna andd arid
seasoonal.

−

Consstant conditions of water supp
ply from rainfa
fall in most seaasons.

−

The conditions
c
of fflood plain in Kinta
K
valley foorm an area off active fluvial activities withh the availabiliity of
large amounts of alllogenic water passing througgh the limestonne karst.

r
and their
The limesttone of Kinta valley was afffected by inteense fracturingg. Several lineaments were recorded,
main orienntation appearss to be in the NNW-SSE as shown in Google terrains map,
m
figure 4. Several geoloogists
have sugggested that maajor karstificattion is controllled by the strructures in thee areas when it’s occurred. The
structural Geology in thhe limestone off Kinta valleyy area are dom
minated by faullts and folds oriented
o
NNW
W-SSE
which gives a noticeablle grains to the landscape esspecially to thhe orientation of isolated, stteep-sided, residual
hills (moggotes). Whichh are composed of eitherr limestone, marble,
m
marblized limestonne or dolomitee and
surroundedd by nearly flaat alluvial plain
ns in the centraal part of the valley.
v
Vertical annd sub verticall joints and fau
ults in the marbbleized limestoone provide th
he main lines of
o weaknesses.. The
subsurfacee karst is charracterized by the
t formation of rounded toop pinnacles and
a irregularlyy-shaped sinkhholes
which hadd previously reeferred to as dolines.
d
One off important asppect on the su
ub-surface karsst in the studyy area
particularlyy in Kinta vallley is the pressence of one oor more concoordant levels of
o the roundedd top pinnacless that
had been referred
r
to as pplat forming lev
vels.

Figure 4. Google terrainns map shown
n several lineam
ments were reccorded with maain orientationns appears to be in
thee NNW-SSE
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It is believed that the sub-surface karst is developed below a cover of alluvial sediments during the geologic past
Yeap (1998); Dian (1996). The opinions that, the early stage of pinnacle development is due to the differential
resistance of physical weathering of the rocks and the role of geological structures (bedding planes, joints, fault
etc.) lead to the formation of pinnacles under the cold climates of Tibet to developed. The depth of limestone
with few meters from the ground surface can be identified from the depth of pinnacles which determined in
ex-mines and sinkholes that distributed in the study area, figure 5.

Figure 5. Pinnacles identified in ex-mines and sinkholes that distributed in the study area presenting that the
depth of limestone with few meters from the ground surface
The authors researched many studies on the acidity of the rain water done in last fourteen years. The most
imperative conclusion drawn is that the enhanced rainfall and elevated acidity of rain water in the last few
decades of the 20th and 21st centuries in Malaysia and other countries in Southeast Asia are due to increase
amounts of liquefied carbon dioxide and other pollutions. The air pollutant index (API) levels recorded a reading
ranging between (112 to 300) in the sky from various states in Malaysia peninsular. The API reading between 0
and 50 is considered good, 51 to 100 is measured (moderate), 101 to 200 (unhealthy), 201 to 300 (very
unhealthy), and 301 and above (hazardous).
These are the consequence of volcanic and tectonic activity in the Pacific fire ring, the volcanoes in the
Philippines such as Bulusan and Mayon volcanoes in the south east of Manila. In Indonesia such as the Kelud
volcano located in East Java, Mount Sinabung volcano in North Sumatra, Mount Merapi volcano located on the
border between Central Java and Yogyakarta, Indonesia, being the most active. A spectacular sub-marine
volcanic eruption spews out huge columns of ash, smoke, gas and vapors thousands of feet into the Pacific
Ocean sky. Liquefied carbon dioxide is also due to land clearing activities such as the burning of large jungle and
forest areas those practiced by farmer in Indonesia on a large scale also results in the emission of large volumes
of smoke and haze pollutants into the atmosphere. Exhaust emissions from vehicles and waste emissions from
factories significantly contribute to air pollution as well. All these events have a large impact on the development
and quick dissolving process of carbonate rocks.
The authors also believe that most of the biggest cave and channels in the marbleized limestone of Kinta valley
is due to reaction of sulfuric acid (H2SO4) with carbonate rocks this can also be one of the corrosion factors in
karst formation, this mechanism may also play a role, as O2-rich surface waters seep into the ground, its brings
oxygen which reacts with sulfide present with Cassiterite into the ground surface of Kinta valley area, the
oxidation of sulfide leading to the formation of sulfuric acid. Sulfuric acid then reacts with calcium carbonate
causing increased erosion within the limestone formation.
The cover layers of alluvial deposits over marbleized limestone of Kinta valley contains soil-piping or channels
feature. The Tin (Cassiterite) was accumulated in this alluvial channels or pipes having been washed down from
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the granitee ranges and carried by riverrs as mentioneed previously, which contain
n sulphur in itss chemical depposits
have a largge impact on thhe developmen
nt and quick diissolving proceess of carbonaate rocks.
The satelllite images shhows that num
merous of lim
mestone hills exposed overr the valley which
w
effected by
dissolutionn process of tthe water with
hin geological time. Two grroups of tower karst define depending onn the
complexityy of their form
ms which are composed of eiither limestonee, marble, marb
blized limestoone or dolomitee and
surroundedd by nearly flaat alluvial plains in the centtral part of thee valley. The cockpit towers or isolated ttower
with the steep-sided
s
waalls are separated from otheer hills and contain a single peak represennt the remnannts of
much largeer hills that haad dissolved aw
way by mainly meteoric wateer which perco
olates verticallyy or subs vertiically
through thhe joints or fauults. The steep slopes in the toower and cockkpit in the trop
pics are formedd due to collappse of
the walls. The other typee is complex to
ower which coonsists of one group of hills with a few peaks and is parttially
separated from
f
one anothher by sinkholle.
A further type
t
is the Conne - shape capp
ped by steep-sloped tops of carbonate
c
rock
ks with gentle slopes from allmost
the top off the hill to thee bottom. The cockpit towerrs and isolatedd towers, the complex
c
and cone
c
- shape ttower
with the stteep-sided walls in the study area was presented in figuree 6.

Figure 6. The
T cockpit toowers and isolaated towers, the complex andd cone - shape tower, hills whhich are composed
of either limestone,
l
marrble, marblized
d limestone or dolomite and surrounded by
y nearly flat allluvial plains inn the
central ppart of the vallley
m
filling with water till mid division
n -Holocene era
e (the periodd that
The authoors thought thaat this basin mostly
follows thhe last glacier period) aroun
nd 11,500 yeaars BP. was prrobably a resu
ult of predictabble changes inn the
Earth's orbbit that provided more solar radiation to thhe Northern Hemisphere,
H
ten
nding to causee greater heatinng at
that time and
a caused thee end of the last glacial periood due to a suudden warming
g of the climatte which includdes a
relatively rapid
r
melting oof the ice sheeets.
In the earlly division of H
Holocene era ice
i sheets mellt caused to a sudden
s
rise to world sea levvels led of sea level
induced fllood leading tto a certain ex
xtent catastropphe. Sea levels have risen considerably
c
s
submersing
a large
portion off the seashores including mucch of Malaya lands. Howeveer, ice melt caaused world sea levels to a riise in
the early division
d
of thee Holocene eraa and continueed to rise till mid
m division between
b
6000 years BP till 4000
years BP through
t
that suubmerging Sun
nda Shelf, low
w coastal plains and deltas reesembling the Chao Phraya delta
in Thailannd. Furthermorre, submerges the
t Mekong delta in Vietnam
m, Sathiamurth
hy, E.; Voris, H.
H K. (2006). T
Then
afterward between 40000 years BP to 3500
3
years BP
P the sea level become 5m high
h
from the present day caauses
huge distuurbances to thee seas and tid
dal waves that run onto the land. Baumgrrander, J, (19990a: 1990b; 19994);
Austin, ett.al. (1994) prroposed that due
d to increasse in sea watter level, all the
t original liithosphere beccame
subducted; the rising maagma from thee hot spate willl raise the ocean floor. Due to El Nino cyccle which connnects
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to a spate of undersea quuakes and lavaa eruptions as rreported by Walker,
W
D. A. (1
1994), has propposed a connection
between underwater
u
earrthquakes and the incidencee of El Ninos. If the volcan
nic heat were to
t reach the oocean
surface, thhis would warrm the air surrrounding it annd could generrate an El Nin
no Southern Oscillation
O
(EN
NSO)
event. Scieentists reportedd now a day th
hat the effect of lava eruptionns and a spate of undersea quuakes had leadded to
the start off El Nino cyclle. The seismicc activity was the most unussual it had been
n in 30 years and
a apprehensively
linked it too El Nino.
Some of understudies’
u
reecords of the past
p climate vaariability acrosss the tropical Pacific Oceann , due the chaanges
in sea surfface temperatuure (SST) and due to the exppose changes in
i the frequen
ncy and intensiity of individuual El
Nin˜o eveents through ttime, Shulmeister and Leess (1995); McC
Culloch, et all. (1996); Gaggan, et al. (19998);
Fontugne, et al. (1999); Sandweiss ett al. (2001); T
Tudhope et al. (2001); Andrrus et al. (20022); Koutavas eet al.
(2002); Moy et al. (20022); Riedinger, et
e al., (2002); C
Cole,(2003); Loubere,
L
et al.((2003); Stott, et
e al. (2004); C
Carre,
et al. (20005);Rein, et all. (2005); Lea, et al. (2006)), there studiees indicate that the frequenccy and intensity of
ENSO havve varied throuugh the Holoceene. The majority of these reecords suggestt that ENSO frrequency theree was
a significaantly reduced dduring the earlly to mid-Holoocene, and therre was an increeased in frequency for a whiile in
the last few
w thousand yeaars of Holocen
ne.
The authorrs believe in thhe age of 3500
0-3000 years B
BP is due to a weakness zon
ne in the area of Pacific ringg and
due to inccrease in sea w
water level th
hat push downn the lithospheere (ocean flo
oor) and begann sinking oveer the
underlyingg mantle, due to high pressu
ure and it willl squeeze the mantle which lead to the riising up of maagma
from all thhe hot spate aand cover the entire
e
ocean ffloor, thus it will
w grow and rise up and allso causing thee sea
water leveels to increase. The emancipation of heat ffrom magma is enough to bo
oiling off all thhe water of paacific
ocean and cause water vapors, enough
h to produce moore than few months
m
of rainss. That was thee response to hheavy
rainfall in mid-Holocenne round the world
w
in the agge about 35000-3000 years BP
B and led thhen to global fflood
(Noah's Fllood). The floood water led to
o sea level willl get higher aggain and hit Malaya
M
land annd covers all K
Kedah
land and Kinta
K
valley arrea. Due to heaavy rains whicch have deeplyy eroded and washed
w
both higghest mountains of
granite rannges and the hiigh lands aroun
nd the Kinta valley and form
ming new canyo
ons and rivers.
After the volcanic
v
activiity stopped, th
here would be a transition peeriod, the mag
gma was cooleed down, the oocean
floor loweered again, andd the Flood waaters receded. The climatic activity
a
decreaased and lesserr affected the aareas
of the extrreme north andd south contineents, so after tthat it would reeturn to frigid climates. Withh greatly increeased
moisture inn the atmospheere it is theorizzed that a secoond ice age as a result.
It is clear that the top sooil is wetter so
oil correspondss to a higher raainfall in mid- Holocene. Thhis type of soill was
washed duue to the runnning off heavy rain and drain into the feaatures (fracturees, sinkholes and
a cavities) inn the
lower layeer of sand and can estimate an consideratiion that these features was formed
f
due to the heavy raiins in
mid- Holoocene, this waas determine in
n electric resisstivity tomogrraphy sections of geophysiccal survey in K
Kinta
valley by Yassin
Y
R R (22009; 2012) in
n most of the ssites under surrvey and deterrmine that mosst of the soil ffound
drained innto the featurees under the covering
c
layerr. The authorss believe that these features were difficuult to
proceed inn Tertiary becaause of Mioceene uplift tectoonic movemennt and thick Tertiary
T
limesttone plateau w
which
overlie by the sandstone.
kness between (1.0m -1.25m
m) containing different
d
size of
o granite rockss and
The cover layer of Soil cclay with thick
a mostly froom (0.5cm-1.0
0cm). This apppearance is duue to runoff of
o heavy rains which has deeeply
minerals are
eroded andd washed bothh highest graniite ranges arouund the Kinta valley
v
and then
n carried awayy by the new rrivers
and canyoons which wass formed due to the erosioon. Soil clay containing
c
diff
fferent size off granite rockss and
minerals found
fo
coveringg different sitess in Kinta valleey presents in figure
f
7.

Figure 7. Soil clay contaaining differen
nt size of graniite rocks and minerals
m
found covering diffeerent sites in K
Kinta
valley
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Some timee, runoff and eerosion continu
ues; and the seea bed slowly settling down
n. The pressurees of the addittional
water causse Earthquakess and movemeents of the surrface and sea bottoms
b
resultiing in both sinnking and risinng of
land surfacces. Mostly this movement hit
h Malaya bassin in the direcction of west – east and soutth west - northh east
as shown in the figure, w
which found little
l
lineamentts in this direcction, leading the water to escapes
e
throughh the
faults , fractures, joints aand cavities in the basin of K
Kinta valley and led to widen
n it.
The climaate conditionss changed fro
om wetter to drier and thee strong rainffall decrease gradually andd the
atmospherre starts to cleaar. At the samee time as the effect of rains become
b
lesser and the sea suurface temperaatures
start to retuurn to normal.. Growth startss again from thhe roots and seeeds that remain on the grouund or near the land
surface and the lands weere spotted witth lakes and sw
wamps. The occcurrences of thin
t
bed foundd beneath the ccover
soil of peaat from the orgganic remains suggest that tthe developmeent of swampss and marshess. Several posiitions
were identtified as swamppy area from the
t deposits off organic gray clay
c presents in
n Figure 8.

Figure 8. Land Photogrraphs viewing several positioons which werre identified as swampy area from the depoosits
of orgganic gray clayy
Subsequenntly the sea level return graadually betweeen 2700 years BP till 1000 AP the sea leevel is equal too the
present dayy sea level bassed on the regiional topographhy and bathym
metry (Hanebutth, et al., 20000).
This evideence proved thhat Kinta vallley basin is fuull with water till the end of
o mid Holoceene. Moreoverr, the
archeologiical studies fouund that Perak
k old man 110000 years BP was
w living in a small
s
cave fouund at Gua Guunung
Runtuh mountain,
m
locatted in Lenggo
ong area in U
Ulu Perak to the
t north of Kinta
K
valley and
a not foundd any
indicationss for living Peerak old man with
w huge cavees in Kinta vallley, the study
y area. Also arccheological stuudies
indicate thhat the sea waater which reacch Gunung Ruuntuh Mountain from the west
w and coverr all Kedah lannd as
mentionedd before in the same time cov
ver Kinta valleey from the souuth.
5. Field Su
urvey Method
d
5.1 Geologgical Field Surrvey
During thee field inspecttion of the sitte, several actiive sinkholes were found an
nd identified; it manifested as a
narrow to medium-wide exposed throaat. On averagee, sinkholes in the study areaa are from 1 too 24 m in diam
meter,
with some having approxximately the saame range in ddepth.
w
can inducce erosion alo
ong the frame of a sinkholee and cause itts enlargementt, reaching several
Surface water
meters lonng. Due to the interconnected nature of thee karst featurees system, a grroup of small sinkholes
s
obseerved
in the studdy area is also capable of bo
onding to creatte an appearannce of a larger sinkhole. Thiss might enforcce the
thought thhat the small acctive sinkholes might be connnected to onee or more of th
he larger sinkhholes (in diam
meter)
by a seriess of groundwatter conduits. There
T
may be sseep of water at the subsurfaace, with condduits for seep-w
water
to a local lake, snaking along the basse of slope to the east side. Tubular voidss of visually undetermined
u
ddepth
infilled wiith clay or air kkarstic cavitiess were presentt, which could potentially thrreaten the integrity of these sites.
Some featuures in the uppper most layerrs of the subsuurface due to thhe effects of meteoric
m
water in a several ppoints
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in the study area present in figure 9.

Figure 9. Land Photographs viewing some features in the upper most layer of the subsurface due to the effects of
meteoric water in a several points the study area
Originally, sinkholes are made of steep or nearly vertical sidewalls. The portions of the sidewalls can break off
over time, and fall into the sinkhole. This continuous process will enlarge the sinkholes, and it might invariably
deepen if water is continuously added into it. This phenomenon confirms that the size of the sinkholes varies
over time.
Many empty (air-infill) sinkholes were discovered at this site, and the emptying or infilling of these sinkholes
forms the foundation of the stripping of topsoil and granules of sand, which drops down (in almost all of the
study area) for reasons such as heavy runoff rains in the study area. Also, due to the difference in the topography
of exposed rock, or due to the subsidence movement in the area, leading materials are channeled towards the
sinkhole in order to fill the void in the layer beneath, or to fill the cavity through the existing joint/fracture in
limestone bedrock. These sinkholes are only a few meters in diameter and depth, and their small size is due to
the fact that the cavities in the limestone cannot progress to considerable sizes before they are filled in with sand.
In some of the sinkholes, it is observed that one-side remains steep, and the opposite side forms a gentle slope.
The sinkhole looks like a funnel that has been cut in half along its length, with a curvature of soil being apparent
along the sidewall. This arch forms over the throat of the sinkhole and represents the roof of the void. The area
above the soil arch, throat and the steep side is the most stable.
Over time, the sides of the sinkhole will continue to fall and fill in the hole. The sinkhole may reach a point that
it will appear as a depression on the land surface, or it may be indistinguishable on a surface relief from the
surrounding area. However, if there is a constant supply of water entering a sinkhole, a sinkhole can theoretically
stay open for many years.
Several varieties of sinkholes were found and identified surrounding the site during groundwork inspection,
some of it shown in figure 10. A total of 18 sinkholes were identified and given specific letters (A, B, C, D, E, F,
G, H, I, J, K, L, M, N, O, P, Q and R). These sinkholes were not spotted in the satellite image of Perak at a scale
1/5000. Moreover, they were not observed in the satellite image of Google Earth for many reasons; first of all,
the chosen satellite image may be older than the age of the sinkholes, meaning that these sinkholes were the
result of recent developments. Secondly, sinkholes with smaller sizes were engulfed by plants, which in this case,
compromised their visibility vis-à-vis satellite imagery. Additionally, the lake, which is a former tin mine, is
clearly visible in the study area in this satellite image of google earth. A few of these sinkholes were selected to
be analyzed by a high-resolution geophysical technique in order to achieve the case objectives. ERT in Wenner
configuration was functional, which allows the imaging of the subsurface across and in proximity to many
sinkholes as a primary stage to speculate on the origin of these sinkholes, recognize their shapes, and estimate
their depths.
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Figure 100. Several varieeties of sinkho
oles were foundd and identifieed surrounding
g the site during the groundw
work
innspection
5.2 Geophy
hysical Field Suurvey
5.2.1 Instruumentation annd Measuremen
nt Procedure
The surveyy was carried out using a SAS1000 system, manufactured by ABEM
M Inc. of Swedden. Generallyy, this
resistivity tool provides a greater com
mbination of sppatial resolutioon and depth of the investiggation on the karst
terrain thann any other geeophysical tech
hnique. The resolution provided by the resistivity techniqque is a functioon of
the electroode spacing andd other factorss, including sub
ubsurface heterrogeneity and conductivity
c
coontrasts. The ddepth
of investiggation is a funcction of the len
ngth of the empployed two-dim
mensional arraays.
Two-Dimeensional (2-D)) electrical ressistivity imagiing/tomographhy surveys weere carried outt, and employyed a
large numbber of electroddes using 41 channels
c
and aan array of Weenner configuraations were diisplayed at thee site.
These connsisted of five ttraverses or prrofiles, spacedd at 10-m intervvals, oriented in (NE 25°SW
W) perpendicullar to
the trendinng of sinkholees in the study
y area. The lenngth of each profile
p
is 200 m.
m Normally, a constant spaacing
between addjacent electroodes is used. The electrode sppacing of 5 m is deemed adeequate in this case.
c
These elecctrodes were cconnected to a multi-core caable Griffiths DH
D and Barkeer, R. D. (19933), configuredd in a
Wenner arrray. The multii-core cable is attached to ann electronic switching unit, an
nd is used to automatically
a
sselect
the applicable four elecctrodes for eacch measuremeent. The typiccal setup for a 2-D survey with a number of
electrodes along a straigght-line attacheed to a multi-ccore cable andd the instrumen
nt type SAS3000, which was used
in the survvey and is dem
monstrated in Fiigure 11.
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Figure 111. Demonstratee the instrument type SAS3000 used in the survey and thee typical setup for a 2-D survvey,
with a nnumber of elecctrodes along a straight-line attached to a multi-core
m
cablle
s
have a built-in micrroprocessor sysstem, which coodes the sequeence of measurrements to takke the
The field systems
type of arrray to use, whiile other surveey parameters ssuch as the currrent to use is normally enteered into a textt file.
This is read by a compputer program
m in a field syystem’s compuuter. Differentt resistivity meters
m
use diffferent
m
that it w
will need to reefer to the system’s manual.. After readingg the
formats foor the control file, which means
control filee, the computeer program auttomatically sellects the approopriate electrod
des for each measurement,
m
w
which
is the veryy advantage of this system, esspecially in thee context of a rugged
r
terrain.
In a typiccal survey, m
most of the fieldwork invollves laying out
o the cable and electrodees. After thatt, the
measurements are autom
matically taken
n and stored inn the computeer device. To obtain
o
a good 2-D picture oof the
subsurfacee, the coveragge of the meeasurements m
must be all coorrect. In ord
der to get thee best results, the
measurements in a fieeld survey sho
ould be carriied out in a systematic manner
m
so thaat all the posssible
measurements are made as far as posssible. This willl affect the quaality of the intterpretation moodel obtained from
the inversiion of the appaarent resistivity
y measuremennts Dahlin, T. and
a Loke, M.H
H. (1998).
As the eleectrode spacingg increases, th
he number of m
measurements decreases. Th
he number of measurementss that
can be obttained for eachh electrode spaacing for a giveen number of electrodes
e
alon
ng the survey line
l depends oon the
type of arrray used. The Wenner array provides the ssmallest numbber of possiblee measurementts, compared to the
other comm
mon arrays thaat were used in
n 2-D surveys.
6. Data Coollection
Electrical resistivity
r
dataa were collecteed along a relaatively 2-D eleectrical resistiv
vity profiles appplied across annd in
proximity to many sinnkholes locateed at this sitee. On averagee, 190 data points
p
were collected
c
for each
41-electrodde in one profi
file, and on aveerage, about 9550 data points were collected
d for a total of five profiles aat this
site. The loocation of resistivity profiless (1-5) in the saatellite image of Google Earrth are in Figurre 12.
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Figure 12.
1 Satellite im
mage of Googlee Earth viewing the location of resistivity profiles
p
(1-5) inn the studied ssite
7. Data Prrocessing
After the geophysical ffield survey, the resistivityy measuremennts are usually
y concentratedd on the apparent
resistivity values. Practtically all of the commerciial multi-electtrode system comes equippped with compputer
software RES2DINVver
R
r.3.54. This in
nversion softw
ware was develloped by Lokee, M.H., & Baarker, R.D. (19994).
The SAS instrument
i
is cconnected to a laptop compuuter via a speccial cable, which enables datta transfer thatt was
processed to generate thhe 2-D resistiv
vity models off the subsurfacce. It assumes that the subsuurface is unifoormly
layered; consequently,
c
lateral smooth
hing will occcur in non-layyered strata. This
T
step convverts the apparent
resistivity values into a resistivity mo
odel section, w
which can be used
u
for geolo
ogical interpreetation. The daata is
already inpputted into RE
ES2DINVver.3
3.54. Format. T
The conversioon program is provided in a bundle with m
many
commerciaal systems.
The bad data
d points, cauused by differeent problems ssuch as poor ground
g
contactt for a few num
mber of electroodes,
should conntain significaantly higher errrors than the excellent datta points. The bad data points, with the error
distribution might show a more complicated patternn, and as a genneral rule, dataa points with errors
e
of 100%
% and
above can be removed.
In this survvey, the compputed root meaan square (RM
MS) errors indiccated that the difference
d
betw
ween the meassured
resistivity values and thhose calculated
d from the truue resistivity model
m
was lesss than 10% of
o the RMS vvalue,
indicating a close matchh, as defined by the convergeence limit. Thhe default value with the aveerage RMS errror of
6.46% is the
t change in the RMS error between iterrations, with a minimum of 4.0%, and a maximum
m
of 88.3%.
Most of thhe error in daata reading maay be due to tthe difficulty in
i penetrating the electric current
c
throughh the
ground surrface, which m
may be due to
o the presence of large amouunt of friable sand and rockk fragments duue to
mining acttivity in the suurface of this siite.
8. Analysiis and Interprretation of Eleectrical Resisttivity Data
The ERT technique
t
appllied in this geo
o-electrical surrvey to imaginng the shallow
w subsurface frrom a depth off less
than 2.0 m,
m to a maximuum depth of lesss than 29.0 m
m. This techniqque was used in
n the karstifiedd carbonate reggions
as a functiion to investigaated karst featu
ures such as siinkholes, cavitties, depression
ns and channell pipes. The suurvey
found thatt this tool is suitable for differentiating
d
surficial soil,, clay, sand; weathered
w
maarbleized limesstone
bedrocks, intact marbleized limestone bedrocks and water– and aiir-filled cavitiees. Also, it was applied due to its
requiring less
l
effort andd more time effective.
e
It iss based on thee application of
o electric currrent into anallyzed
bedrock annd measuring tthe intensity off electric resisttivity to its connduit. Basicallly, it gives infoormation of eleectric
resistivity properties thrrough the anaalyzed materiaal towards eleectrical curren
nt passage, Teelford, W.M. eet al.
(1990).
Several reeports and ressearches on application
a
of geophysical techniques
t
in many karst terrains in several
countries around
a
the worrld were exam
mined. These reeports and reseearches are don
ne by Andersonn NL, et al. (20007).
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Furthermore, additional research was done by Louis IF et al. (2002). Moreover, other research was completed by
Yassin, R.R. (2002) and Zhou, et al. (2000). Finally, earlier research was completed by Yahia et al. (1992). These
reports enabled the determination of the electrical variables associated with the nature of sediments. Conclusions
were made based on the variations in electrical resistivity values related with the nature of sediments.
The geological classification permits the successful imaging of the bedrock and subsurface karstic features,
because soil, sand, clay, carbonate rock and air-filled cavities can normally be differentiated and mapped.
Clay
Are usually distinguished by low apparent resistivity’s and variables, which are dependent on moisture, mineral
content, purity, and unit shape/size, usually from 5 ohm-m to less than 60 ohm-m. In this case, the clay is divided
into many types with different colours, which is used in this resistivity section as:
•

Highly moisturized soft clay is usually distinguished by insufficient low apparent resistivity with water
filled porosity or very high mineralized. And is typically given pink colour in this study.

•

Soft clay with pond water content is usually distinguished by extremely low resistivity and has very high
conductivity or highly mineralized. And is typically given dark blue colour in this study.

•

Moderate moisturized soft clay is usually distinguished by Very low apparent resistivity and has very high
conductivity or moderate mineralized. And is typically given light blue colour in this study.

•

Clay with low-moisturized are usually distinguished by low apparent resistivity or with low mineralized
content. And is typically given yellow colour in this study.

Sand
Is usually characterize by medium apparent resistivity and variables, depending on the moisture content, purity
and unit size, usually from 70 ohm-m, to less than 160 ohm-m. The sand is also divided into many types; its
colouring scheme described below:
•

Sand, distinguished by medium apparent resistivity, is typically dark green colour in this study.

•

Sandy clay, distinguished by its low medium apparent resistivity, is typically given light green colour in this
study.

Weathered limestone rock
•

Comparatively weathered limestone rock is typified by high apparent resistivites, typically more than 200
ohm-m, to less than 400 ohm-m, is typically given gray colour in this study.

Intact limestone rock
•
Is distinguished by higher apparent resistivity, naturally from more than 400 ohm-m to more than 3000
ohm-m, and varies depending on layer thickness, its impurities and moisture content. It’s given a light
purple colour in this study.
Intact pure marbleized limestone or dolostone rocks
•
Is distinguished by higher apparent resistivity, naturally from more than 4000 ohm-m to more than 8000
ohm-m, and varies depending on layer thickness, its impurities and moisture content. It’s given a dark
purple colour in this study.
Air-filled cavities or voids
•
Are generally characterized by very high apparent resistivity, usually more than 3000 ohm-m to less than
6000 ohm-m, but varies depending on the conductivity of the nearby strata and size/shape of void or cavity.
Classically, it takes a black colour in this study.
Hence, electrical resistivity values were resolute for each rock unit. The results are tabulated in Table 1. This
table was suitable for investigation karst features and its deposits within karst terrains. Also in the same time was
suitable for detecting any mineral deposits within the sediments in the area but it need experience for that.
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Table 1. Describes the range of resistivity values with the expected geological unit deposits to and to define the
cave, cavity and sinkhole with air-infill

The geological classification are utilized in this geoelectrical survey that was described above it permits the
successful imaging to mapping and differentiated bedrocks and subsurface karstic features. Because there is
crossing point between the value of resistivity data of intact limestone and the value of resistivity data to define
karst features in fill with air such as cave, cavity and sinkholes. The table above can use for twice time, one with
resistivity from 3000 - 6000 Ω-m to define the cave, cavity and sinkhole with air-infill, table 1. Also to define
rock fragments of limestone with friable and coarse grains sand which containing high porosity with air. In the
second time with resistivity from 3000- 6000Ω-m as intact limestone, table 2. without mention to cavity and
sinkhole with air-infill.
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Table 2. Describes
D
the range of resiistivity valuess with the exppected geolog
gical unit depoosits to definee the
weathered, intact limestoone and intact marbleized lim
mestone

In the folloowing analysiss, key explanaatory interpretaations were prepared to the geophysical
g
ellectrical data inn the
selected sttudy areas. Thhe classifications utilized w
were illustrated before in th
his geoelectriccal survey forr key
interpretations of the ggeoelectrical data
d
in order to understandd the resistivity profiles annd the functioon of
sinkholes and other subbsurface karstiic features invvestigated at these
t
sites. Allso it was succcessfully usedd for
explorationn of mineral ddeposits in karsst area, Yassinn, R.R. (2002). The interpretaation of resistiivity data idenntifies
the points illustrated in tthe objective of the study.
y applying thee geological cllassification orriginating from
m the variationns in
The acquirred data was interpreted by
electrical resistivity
r
valuues, which desscribes the rannge of resistivvity values witth the expected geological uunits’
deposit. Soome of the boreholes were completed
c
by auger to the depth
d
of 10 m at some pointt, facilitating inn the
interpretation of coveredd sediments in the site. Figurre 13(A-E) preesents the inveerse model of electrical
e
resisttivity
section froom profiles (1--5), showing the
t interpreted location of shhallow karst feeatures (cavitiees and sinkholle) in
the study area.
a

Figuree (13 - A). Inveerse model of eelectrical resisstivity section for
f profile no.11

Figuree (13 - B). Inveerse model of eelectrical resisstivity section for
f profile no.22
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Figure (13 - C). Inverrse model of electrical resistiivity section fo
or profile no.3

Figuree (13 - D). Inveerse model of eelectrical resisstivity section for
f profile no.44

Figuree (13 - E). Inveerse model of eelectrical resistivity section for
f profile no.55
Figure 13(A-E). Inversse model of eleectrical resistivvity section froom profiles no
o. (1-5), viewinng the interpretted
locattion of shallow
w karst featuress (sinkholes annd cavities) in the
t study area
Through thhe interpretatioon of E. R. Tom
mography secttion in profile no.1, figure (1
13-A), the uppper most overlaaying
surface froom the depth of 1.25m - 6m,
6 and the proximity betw
ween the electrrodes no.7&122, 18&22, 23&25,
26&27andd electrode no.. 28&39 is ch
haracterized byy high resistivvites between 200
2 ohm-m too 3000 ohm-m
m and
more, inteerpreted as striipped sand drry and friable, with remnantts of limeston
ne rock or othher rock fragm
ments,
extracted by
b earth movinng equipment from the pits of mine, due to previous mining
m
and excaavation operattions,
and is founnd covered aloong the profiless of the study aarea .
In this sannd, collapses oor subsidencess were identified, one betweeen electrode no.7&12
n
and the
t others betw
ween
electrode no.32&
n
electroode no.33, 36&
&37. These reppresent cover-ccollapse sinkho
oles which occcurred in the sooil or
other loosse material ressembling sand
d. with small diameter of ~2m
~
- ~5m, and
a with a deepth approxim
mately
between ~3m
~
and ~6m from the grou
und surface. W
When the geophhysical data co
orresponds to the geologicaal site
inspection, it will matchh the interpretaation. These small sinkholess the bottom half
h comprisess of sand and oother
remnant of rock fragmennts. The top haalf was characcterized mostlyy by resistivitees of >3000 ohhm-m, represennting
an air in-fiill.
Also depreession observeed in ERT sectiion extended in between elecctrode no.8&14 from the uppper most surfaace to
a depth off 5.50m packeed with sand dry
d and friable and remnannts of limeston
ne rock or othher rock fragm
ments.
Appears due
d to the wettter area in the subsurface w
which led the surface
s
to plun
nging down duue to the weigght of
material thhat fills this deppression.
In this proofile an anomaaly with low- very
v
low resisstivities repressents semi-lenss or a wetter area
a
of moistuurized
clay determ
mine in ERT section. Besid
des it’s observved in the fielld survey exteended almost between
b
electrrodes
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no.2&8, with a depth of >12.4m. Sinkhole in-fill with soft moistures clay extended from electrode no. 14 to
17&18, with a depth of ~9 m. It seems that the water drain through channel connect with wetter area in the
subsurface beneath electrode no.7 at a depth of ~12m. It’s possible that the source of this water is meteoric or
supply fresh water for palm trees irrigation accumulates in the subsurface and led the area to subsidence with
mostly about 0.45m.
Through the interpretation of E. R. Tomography section in profile no.2, figure (13-B), main location with
subsidence appearing on section extends in between electrode no.2 &19, representing a semi-tabular shaped
anomaly, reaching a depth of >14m contains clay saturated with water. This anomaly extended from profiles no.1
to profiles no.5, widening in the direction of profile no.4, and appears in this profile between electrode no.2 & 20
to reach maximum depth of > 17m. This anomaly was sliming in profile no.5. Moreover, the depth of this
anomaly was increased from the depth of 12.4m in profile#1, to reach a depth of 19.8m in profile no5.
This anomaly contains lenses of clay saturated with meteoric water. Deposits with several categories of
resistivity values also appear in this feature. The first value, mostly with very low to low resistivity values,
represents soft and moisturizing clay and less moisturizing clay, while materials with medium resistivity values
represent the remnant of dispersive surficial soil or silty clay. Moreover, materials with medium-higher
resistivites represent silty sand and sand. This subsidence area affected the surface of the study area and is
apparently detected throughout the site inspection.
In profile no.2 as well delineated cover soil -collapse sinkhole extended mostly in between electrodes no. 23&24
and electrodes 25, in -fill with water and moisturized clay. The mouth of sinkhole was open and connected to the
surface, this observed in site work inspection. With depth starting from the upper most surface of 1.25m down to
13.50 m in the subsurface. The extremely high resistivity (3000-6000) Ohm-m in the upper part of the sinkhole
it’s due to vacant with air or unfilled.
Also in this profile determined two lenses of clay crammed in the sand. The first lens extended in between
electrodes 26&28; define in the depth approximately between 6 -13m in the subsurface. This lens with moderate
size connected to the sinkhole mentioned before. The second lens with big size extended in between electrodes
no. 29&30 and electrode 37; define in the depth approximately between 6.36 - 17.5m in the subsurface. In the
center of these two lenses, low resistivity values were detected, representing clay. Surrounded by materials with
less great or below average resistivites i.e. soil or silty clay.
Through the interpretation of E. R. Tomography in profile no.3, shown in figure (13-C), it is concluded that
when the geophysical data interpretation corresponds with the geological site inspection, many subsurface karst
features in the shape of sinkholes and cavities with semi- round or oval-shapes will appears along this profile.
Some of that water in-fill, others with clay soft or moisturized in-fill or soil, silty clay, sandy clay and sand in-fill.
While some of it were empty air in-fill. Additionally, one void was located along this profile, air in-fill.
The first karst feature appears in the subsurface as a cavity at approximately the central point of this profile,
almost between electrode no. 20 &23, mostly covered by friable sand and rock fragments on the surface. Start
with a depth of ~2 m from the ground surface to reach a depth of ~12.4m, being approximately of ~15 m wide.
In cross-section, it appears in an oval-shape, with semi rounded walls and a relatively rounded base. At the center
of this cavity, low resistivity values were detected, representing clay in-fill and other materials with less greater
or below average resistivites i.e. soil or silty clay, surrounded by materials with greater resistivites i.e. silty sand.
However, this cavity is active due to the existence of the amount of soil and some clay in the center, and the
cover material was very thin, and might collapse in the near future under any load, to form a sinkhole ,figure
(13-C).
The second karst feature appears as a cover-collapse sinkhole, detected almost beneath electrodes no.24 and in
between electrodes no. 28&29 were approximately of ~22.5m diameter. The mouth of this sinkhole was open
and connected to the surface, starting with the depth of 1.25m in the ground’s surface to reach a depth of ~12.5
m. In the cross-section, it is oval in shape, with semi-rounded walls and a relatively round base. This sinkhole is
almost in-filled with very low resistivity values material representing moisturized clay. Other materials low
resistivity values representing clay with less resistivities i.e. soil or silty clay, are surrounded by materials with
greater resistivities i.e. silty sand, figure (13-C). However, this sinkhole is very active due to the existence of
large amounts of clay and other material i.e. moisturized clay, soft clay, soil or silty clay and silty sand may be
subjected to piping under any load.
The third karst feature appears in the subsurface as a cover-collapse sinkhole in the right flank of this profile in
between electrodes no. 29 & 30 to electrodes 31. This sinkhole is ~7.5m diameter in a semi- round shape. The
mouth is open and connected to the surface, starting with the depth of 1.25m in the subsurface to reach a depth of
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~9m. In the cross section, it appears to have semi-rounded walls and a relatively semi-rounded base. Low to
medium low categories of resistivity values were observed in this sinkhole, representing clay and remnants of
dispersive surficial soil or silty clay, and are also patterned with greater medium resistivites i.e. silty sand. The
upper most of this sinkhole show very high resistivity values were illustrated because this sinkhole is air in-filled
till a depth of ~3m from the surface, figure (13-C).
Many empty sinkholes (air-infill) found at this site it was assumed that non-filling of the sinkhole was the
foundation stripping of the portion of the top soil and granules of sand that were channeled down, due to the
runoff of heavy rains over the surface in the study area, channeling the material from the sinkhole towards the
smaller-sized cavity to fill via existing conduits. These sinkholes are a few meters in diameter and depth.
The fourth karst feature appears in the subsurface as a cover-collapse sinkhole on the right flank of this profile
from electrode 33 and in between electrodes no. 34&35. This sinkhole with open mouth connected to the
subsurface, with ~7.5 m diameter and ~12.4 m deep. The high resistivity value is due to the fact that this
sinkhole’s air is infilled till the depth of~3m from the surface, then in-filled with water. After the dissection of
this sinkhole, the cross section appeared to have a pentagon shape, with a near-sharp and irregular wall, and a
relatively semi-round base. Several categories of resistivity values were found in this sinkhole, first, very low low resistivity values, representing soft and moisturizing clay, less moisturized clay and material with medium
resistivity values, representing remnant of dispersive surficial soil or silty clay, and also material with greater
resistivites i.e. silty sand and sand, Figure (13-C).
The water remained in the sinkhole, suggesting that the flush or the migrates was stopped after the conduit or the
pipe that were formed due to solution-widened joints became choked or blocked with clay and other materials in
these drainage, due to the fact that the size of the cavities in the limestone bed rock are infilled or loaded with
clay and sandy material.
Small sinkhole observed in the surface in-filled with friable sand and remnant rock fragments from electrode
no.28 to in between electrodes no. 29&30, with ~7.5 m wide in funnel-shaped, and reaches a depth of ~9.5m.
The center with very high resistivity of more than 4000 Ohm-m, consider that void air in-fill were present at the
subsurface, measuring ~2.5m wide and ~3.25m high, from a depth of ~ 1.25m to reach a depth of ~4.5m.
The interpretation of E. R. Tomography section in profile no.4, shown in figure (13-D) displays beside the
semi-tabular shaped anomaly which present a wetter area of clay saturated with water which determine and
mentioned before in left flank, extended almost between electrodes no.2&20 to reach maximum depth of > 17m
in this profile. The upper most overlaying surface from the depth of 2m to nearly 5m, in the right flank of this
profile in the proximity in between the electrodes no.17&18, electrode no.20&26, electrode no.27&28, electrode
no. 29&31and in between the electrode no. 33&39 is characterized by high resistivites between 200 ohm-m to
3000 ohm-m and more, interpreted as stripped sand dry and friable, with remnants of limestone rock or other
rock fragments, extracted by earth moving equipment from the pits of mine, due to previous mining and
excavation operations.
In this stripped sand, several small collapses or subsidences were visible and identified in the ground surface of
this profile. A few represent cover-collapse sinkhole with small diameter of ~2m to maximum ~3m, with a depth
approximately between ~3m and ~4m. It’s found between electrode no.17&18, electrode no.25&26, electrode
no.28&29, electrode no.35&36.When the geophysical data corresponds to the geological site inspection, it will
match the interpretation. These small sinkholes comprises of sand and other remnant of rocks. Some of the
profile characterized mostly by high resistivites of >4000 ohm-m, due to the extra size of gaps with air in-fill
between the sand and the rock fragments.
Underneath this friable sand and rock fragment there is layer of sand. Longitudinal anomaly represent
longitudinal channel extended in the subsurface between electrodes no.23 &39,from depth almost between 4 to
6m down to 19m, in the left flank of this profile consider it due to movement of subsurface water from the
sinkhole in right flank of this profile only. This channel in-fill with material of very low resistivity values
represents high moisturized clay. The other material of low resistivity values represents stiff clay. Surrounded by
materials with less resistivites i.e. soil or silty clay and materials with greater resistivites i.e. silty sand.
The interpretation of E. R. Tomography section in profileno.5, shown in figure (13-E) displays the enormous lens
or cavity in pear shape appearing in a semi-tabular shaped anomaly that mentioned the four profile before ,
continuing to the left flank from electrode no. 8 to in between electrode no. 14&15, at about ~ 32.50 m wide.
This lens started in the subsurface, from a depth of ~2m, reaching a depth of ~21m. Several categories of
resistivity values were observed in this lens, first mostly very low - low resistivity values, representing soft and
moisturizing clay and less moisturized clay, while material with medium resistivity values represents the remnant
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of dispersive surficial soil or silty clay.
This cavity or lens combines with the main horizontal trend anomalies. The considerations led to the conclusion
that these cavities are recently developed and support the assumption that the origin of this cavity was the
presence of conduit feature, likely widened in the study area, and had been rapidly filled with clay and other
materials, figure(13-E). In the near - surface of the study area between electrodes no. 7&12 in this profile shows
an area with subsidence, and it is assumed that this is due to the presence of this lens or cavity body in the
subsurface which led the surface to plunging down due to the weight of material that fills this depression. This
depression packed with stripped sand dry and friable, with remnants of limestone rock or other rock fragments.
Another lens in oval shape displays in a horizontal trend anomalies, connecting to the first lens in between
electrode no. 14&15, to electrode no. 19, at about ~ 22.50 m wide. This lens started in the subsurface, from a
depth of ~6m, reaching a depth of ~14m. Several categories of resistivity values were observed in this lens, first
mostly low resistivity values, stiff clay, packed in material with medium resistivity values represents the remnant
surficial soil or silty clay.
Channel pipe was observed in between electrodes no.28&30. This pipe is in-filled with sand and proceeded as a
conduit to flush material and meteoric water from the top surface down to the limestone bedrock. This conduit
reaches a depth of~19.8 m, feeding the subsurface with meteoric water.
Moreover the upper most overlaying surface from the depth of 1.25m - 6m, and the proximity in between the
electrodes no.7&12, electrode no.14&24, electrode no.25&28 and electrode no. 30&39 is characterized by high
resistivites between 200 ohm-m to 3000 ohm-m and more, interpreted as stripped sand dry and friable, with
remnants of limestone rock or other rock fragments, extracted by earth moving equipment from the pits of mine,
due to previous mining and excavation operations, and is found covered along the profiles of the study area .
In this sand, several small collapses or subsidences were visible and identified in the ground surface of this
profile one in between electrode no. 8&9, and the others in between electrode no. 16&18, electrode no. 23&24,
electrode no.31&32 and electrode no. 39&37. These represent cover soil -collapse sinkhole and pipes with small
diameter of ~1m to not more than ~5m, with a depth approximately between ~3m and ~5m from the ground
surface. When the geophysical data corresponds to the geological site inspection, it will match the interpretation.
These small sinkholes from the bottom half comprises of sand and other remnant of rock fragments. The top half
was characterized mostly by resistivites of >3000 ohm-m, representing an air in-filled. Also depression observed
in ERT section extended in between 7&12 from the surface to a depth of 5.50m packed with sand dry and friable
and remnants of limestone rock or other rock fragments. Appears due to the wetter area in the subsurface which
led the surface to plunging down due to the weight of material that fills this depression. The data base of karst
features from (2-D) E R Tomography sections in (Kampung Kunsila estate) north west Kampar city were
summarized in table 3.
Jointed limestone with high resistivity were detected at the shallowest subsurface below the tubular anomaly,
extended in between electrode no.14&32 in profile no.1, in between electrode no.13&31 in profile no.2, between
electrode no.14&34 in profile no. 3, and between electrode no.14&29 in profile no.4 and profile no.5. Intact or
compact limestone bedrock, characterized by higher resistivity, was observed beneath Jointed limestone, figure
(13-A). The approximate depth mentioned in the Table-4, and can also be detected along other profiles in Figure
(13-B, C, D, E), extended with different lengths and depths. Furthermore, pinnacles were clearly detected in
many E. R. Tomography profiles sections. In profile no.1, it is detected beneath electrode no.27& 28 at a depth
of~10.5m, shown in figure (13-A), and in profile #2,it is detected beneath electrode no. 21&22, and reaching a
depth of ~12m, shown in figure (13-B). Furthermore, in profile #3, it is located beneath electrode no. 18&19,
and reaches a depth of ~12.5m.Beneath electrodes no.23&24, it reaches a depth of ~14.5m, while beneath
electrodes no. 31&32, and it reaches a depth of ~11m, shown in figure (13-C). Moreover, it is clearly observed
that profile no.4 reaches a depth of ~15.5 m beneath electrodes no.22&23, shown in figure (13-D).The
smoothing that was observed in the subsurface limestone bedrock is the result of employing the
RES2DINVver.3.54. Software, which assumes that the subsurface is uniformly layered; and consequently lateral
smoothing will form in a non-layered stratum.
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Table 3. Data
D base of kaarst features frrom (2-D) E. R
R. Tomographhy sections in (Kampung Kuunsila estate) nnorth
west Kamppar city
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9. Description of Sinkholes Determine in the Study Area
Several varieties of sinkholes were discovered in the study area through the information and data record of
geological and geophysical survey. Diagrammatic cross-sections illustrating the type of sinkholes in the study are
presented in figure 14(A-C).
The first kind of sinkholes discovered is a few meters in diameter and depth, and are referred to as a soil coversubsidence or collapse. This type of sinkhole is formed where overburden is relatively thin in some regions; the
limestone rocks were covered by a thin layer, more permeable and composed of a greater percentage of silt and
sand, with a possible thickness between 15m to 30 m, with the slight presence of clay below it.
These layers are covered with soil. These layers are design with lacks of cohesiveness between the particles to
form a significant "bridge" across the void where it occurs. The limestone rocks, which are sensitive to both
physical and chemical and the natural dissolving processes, will eventually break down. When it collapses, a
cavity or void usually forms. The dissolving granules of sand will drop down to fill this cavity or void. The small
diameter and depth of these kinds of sinkholes are due to the fact that the open cavities were smaller, and cannot
expand in order to reach the considerable size before they were in-filled with sand as illustrated in figure (14-A).

Figure 14(A-C). Diagrammatic cross-sections illustrating the type of sinkholes in the study area, A: The soil
cover- collapse sinkhole was within overlain cover soil as a result of a thick section of weakly unconsolidated
sand and clay. B: The cover layer - subsidence sinkhole as a result of a bridge collapses and thick section of clay.
C: the cavern roof collapse within the cap rock that is overlain by a thick section of unconsolidated or weakly
compacted sands and mudstones
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The second kind of sinkholes, depending upon the size of the cavity, is referred to as cover layers- subsidence
sinkholes. Occasionally, if the sediments were more clay-based, the upper cover will lean towards becoming
more inclined. This bridge will provide some dependence to the clay above. However, if this bridge collapses,
the material acts as a conduit to any vacant cavity in the limestone bedrock. Some of the sinkholes appear due to
an essential variance in the behavioral strength of the soil above the cavity, and the fact of whether this subsides
slowly or collapses suddenly. The size of the sinkhole depends upon the size of the cavity, and whether or not it
spreads efficiently and intersects the water table. The dissolution processes is possibly reduced in order to reduce
the perpendicular difference between the phreatic water table and prospective meteoric surface, and consequently,
reducing the percolation processes, as illustrated in figure (14-B).
The third kind of sinkholes discovered in the study area is a sinkhole-like slump depression produced at the
ground’s surface. This kind is distributed in different sizes and diameter from 5 m to more than 35 m in the study
area. Mostly this kind of sinkholes formed after the Indonesia tsunami in 26 December 2004 in which it cannot
be observed in satellite images before 2004. These kinds of sinkholes are present in weak sediments or when
unconsolidated layers lie above the limestone cap rock.
The displacement may result in plastic deformation for the space located immediately higher than the collapsed
area, depending on the lithology and the amount of water associated with these sediments. Due to the upper
strata collapsing on the roof of the cavern, which is part of an extensive cavern, the network itself will collapse.
The clay-based sediment shall be transported and deposited a considerable distance away from the cavern via the
continuous removal of material entering from the channel or conduit area, allowing the upward development of
the conduit, diverting the occurrence of collapse to the surface, as illustrated in figure (14-C).
The fourth type of sinkholes discovered were openings with a funnel shape depression or sink that might develop
in the future, generally referred to as piping. This occurs when the rain in-fill is on a slightly impermeable
surface layer. During the infiltration process, the water passes through the soil and migrates towards a widened
fracture caused by the dissolution process. Water then moisturizes the soil in the area around the opening hole of
the conduit or fracture. As a result, the moistened soil begins to lose its cohesive properties, and begins to break
apart and falls into the opening drain. The water began to erode the sediment from around these opening and
migrate or move down toward the drain, with the sediments under the influence of gravity; it leaves a void or
open area in the soil. Around the opening, a funnel-shape depression or sink has the potential to develop in the
near future. The downward passage of the conduit or fracture can be enlarged with the passage of time by
erosion or dissolution.
For piping to occur, two basic geologic conditions must be met: first, there must be a considerable quantity of
materials (sediments or rocks) between the ground surface and the water table; and second, the condition of that
sediments or rocks above the water table is capable of maintaining open fractures. Most of the site in the study
meets these conditions, as there are high quantities of sediments between the ground surface and the water table.
The piping process without the effect of the water table is illustrated in the diagrammatic cross-section in figure
(15-A).
The piping processes include infiltration and dissolution, and both can be active along the same fracture system.
Although these processes are in hydraulic communication specified by a sufficient time, the two individual
processes can be combined to produce a collapsed-pipe sinkhole. The emergence of a sufficient volume of
material dissolution processes can take place in widening conduits or fractures in the cap rocks of limestone,
which is overlain on the water table. However, if these processes result in fractures below the water table, it
could allow meteoric water to penetrate downward along these fractures, and freely mix with phreatic water. The
piping process when the water table has been lessened to a lower position below the top of the cap rock of the
limestone is illustrated in the diagrammatic cross-section in figure (15-B).
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Figure 15(A-B). Diaggrammatic cross-sections illuustrating the tyype of piping in
n the study areea, A: the pipinng
process without
w
the efffect of water taable. B: the pipping process when
w
the water table has beenn lesser to a low
wer
position below
b
the top of the cap rockk of the limesttone
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The electrical resistivity data acquired at this site was processed to generate the 2D resistivity models of the
subsurface. Ten boreholes were opened, with a maximum depth of 12 m. The borings are completed in the
unconsolidated material of soil, clay, sandy clay and sand over karstified limestone. This boring was used to
define the limestone/clay boundary and a few of the sinkholes spatially. The depth of the boreholes was
approximately ranging from 3, 6, 9, 10 to 12 m. The depth of the boreholes to bedrock was defined as the depth
that refuses auguring in the borings. The mistake found in the boring data is the result of the borings recording
the top of the weathered limestone zone, instead of the top of the intact or unweathered limestone bedrock. A
number of borings have been stopped by residual boulders in the overburdened region, or by limestone
fragments.
The limestone dipped approximately toward the southwest in this site. When comparing the interpretations from
individual profiles with the boring data, it was discovered that more of the data points have fewer errors of less
than 1 m, and some of the data points have errors of less than 3 m. When the boring penetrate deeper in order to
reach one of the limestone pinnacles beneath electrode no. 27 in profile no.1, the auger became very problematic
in the borings when it reaches a depth of 9 m, which represent the transitional zone that contains limestone rock
fragments and sand.
11. The Effect of Alteration in the Environment on the Future of Land Use in This Karst Region
The alterations in Karst Region’s environment occur on both the surface and subsurface. The actions that are
responsible for these alterations are possibly direct or indirect in nature. The variation in karst environments may
maneuver the karst situation toward or away from its boundaries Williams, P.W. (1993).
There is an urgent need for a better understanding of the association between primary actions that impact the
karst situation in both, short- or long-term periods, such as agriculture, irrigation and mining, on top of soil
erosion and its movement, the rates of sedimentation, and groundwater contamination. The presence of
underlying fissures and joints is likely to facilitate the migration of soils from the surface. These features can
deepen and disturb the surface of the soil. Sources of contamination include fertilizers and manure disbursed to
fields for crop production. The failure to supervise areas and unfortunate management in storing the manure and
fertilizers, and the application of liquid fertilizers using irrigation techniques may increase the erosion of the
surface’s soil. In addition, the inappropriate tillage techniques, such as before heavy rainfall may facilitate the
emergence of sinking streams, cavity and sinkholes. This can cause rapid subsurface runoff, and likely lead to
increased sediment loads due to erosion in the subsurface emergent streams. Leaving a crop residue cover on the
soil surface can increase infiltration, and cause the loss of soluble nutrients to groundwater. This study found that
this area and other areas with similar specifications is hazardous for constructing accommodation for habitation,
or creating animal sheds by farmers, as well as manure storage facilities, feed storage, and poultry production.
There is a possibility of collapse or subsidence of the soil cover or material, or its underlying layers due to the
load at any time in the future. This study also identified the presence of an area undergoing subsurface erosion
that may eventually collapse in future.
12. Results and Discussion
This paper demonstrates that ERT is a useful geophysical tool that is appropriate for imaging the bedrock and
overburden layers to determine the subsurface karst features in covered karst terrains. The electrical resistivity
data acquired from the survey is constructive for several reasons:
12.1 Geophysically
a.

The complete data analysis and suitable design of profiles arrangement are important factors ensuring the
achievement of the project objectives. Karstic features can be delineated by completed closely spaced
parallel resistivity profiles and imaging the subsurface immediately across and in-proximity to many
sinkholes, in order to determine the karstic features such as (sinkholes, voids and cavities).

b.

It provided dependable images and supported the interpretation that the study area is underlain by several
varieties of karsts features (sinkholes, cavities and voids).

c.

It can be useful for characterizing the subsurface bedrock in covered karst terrains. In this study, it is
recognized that the subsurface limestone bedrock was widely karstified and provided dependable images of
the karstified limestone bedrock.

d.

It identified the type of sediments in the subsurface layer, including estimation for its approximate depth
and thickness.

e.

It indicated that the surface was overlain in various places by friable sand and remnant of limestone rock
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and other rock fragments due to high resistivity recorded in most of the overburden cover.
12.2 Geologically
a.

Several varieties of sinkholes with different origins were discovered in the study area through the
information, geological and geophysical survey data records. The first types of sinkholes discovered were a
few meters in diameter and depth, referred to as cover-layers or material subsidence. The second type was
wider than the first type in terms of diameter and depth, and is referred to as cover-collapse sinkholes. The
third type of sinkhole resembles a slump depression produced on the ground surface, and the fourth type is
an opening with a funnel-shape depression or sinks, which is referred to as pipes.

b.

Many empty (air-infill) sinkholes were found at this site, which supports the assumption that the emptying
or infilling of these sinkholes was the foundation of the stripping of the portion of the topsoil and granules
of sand that drops down (in almost all of the study area). This is likely due to the fact that there are heavy
runoff rains in the study area. Also, there is a difference in the topography of the exposed rock, or because
of the subsidence movement in the area. The result is the channeling of materials towards the sinkhole in
order to fill the void in the layer beneath, or to fill the cavity through an existing joint/fracture in limestone
bedrock. These sinkholes measure only a few feet in diameter and depth, respectively. Their small size is
due to the fact that the cavities in the limestone cannot develop to considerable sizes before they are
in-filled with sand. Several small sinkholes empty and sand in-fills were identified during the site ground
work inspection presented in Figure 16.

c.

The overlying sand found in many places on the surface in the area of study, is mostly characterized by high
resistivity; interpreted as sand dry and friable with remnants of limestone rock or other rock fragments, had
been stripped by earth-moving equipment from the pits of mine, due to ex-mining excavating operation.

d.

Through sinkhole observation, standing water remained or stayed in the sinkhole days after the feature
formed, suggesting that the flush or the migrates were stopped. This occurs when the conduit or the pipe
that was formed due to solution-widened joints becomes choked or blocked with clay or other material to
these drainage, because the size of the cavities in the limestone bedrock are in-filled or loaded with
clay-base and sandy material. Otherwise, in the rainy season, the meteoric water flushing down through the
sinkhole will cause the water table to increase, if the sinkhole spreads laterally and intersects the water table.
The dissolution is reduced because there is less vertical difference between the water table and meteoric
water surface and here, the flush or migrates will be less.

e.

The geological model interpreted from the geophysical data consists of a basal limestone unit, which
constitutes the bedrock of the study area, the overburdened layers consisting of sand, containing lenses of
clay and covered by soil or sandy clay and friable sand and rock fragment in certain places. Intervened by
sinkholes and cavities filled with clay or sandy clay and sand; it is interpreted as a karstic processes.

f.

ERT provides a sufficient resolution to pinpoint the locations of filled sinkholes and other geophysical
anomalies, and identified an area of ongoing subsurface erosion that may eventually collapse in the near
future. A potential collapse may be due to the presence of longitudinal anomalies in the shape of lenses or
cavities in-filled with meteoric water and thick clay. Other materials of sandy or silty clay might also
collapse when subjected to a piping under load, and threaten the site in the future.

g.

Sinkholes in many different shapes and sizes were recognized in the study area. They are generally circular
in outline, conforms to similar shapes such as elliptical or irregular configuration, or look like a funnel. A
tunnel or throat is visible within the hole, representing a soil pipe that leads to the bedrock drain.

h.

The group includes 10 small sinkholes found in the study area, representing the daughters, while the big
sinkhole represents the mother. Due to the interconnected nature of the karst features system, this group of
small sinkholes can also bond to form a larger sinkhole, with its shape changing over time, from steep to
nearly vertical sidewalls. The portions of the sidewalls can break off over time and fall into the sinkhole. As
this process continues, the sinkhole gets larger. If water continues to be added into the sinkhole, it can also
get deeper.

i.

In accordance to classification of karstic ground conditions dependent on the morphological features
characterisation by Waltham, A.C., & Fookes PG (2003), the karst level found in the study area ranges
between mature karst KIII to complex KIV.
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Figure 16. Several of small sinkholes describe as empty, sand in-fills and crammed with vegetations were
identified during the site ground work inspection
13. Recommendation
This paper focuses on the usefulness of ERT as a geophysical tool to capture the images of the bedrock and
overburdened layers in order to determine the subsurface karst features located in selected area, situated in Kinta
Valley, named Kampong Kunsila estate, in the northwest of Kampar and south of Ipoh, the capital of Perak,
Peninsula Malaysia. In this study of covered carbonate karsts terrain, several varieties of sinkholes were
discovered through the information and data record of geological and geophysical surveys; and there are more
than a few speculated origins for these sinkholes, which are assumed to be due to cover-layers or material
subsidence, or due to a cover-collapse sinkholes, or due to a sinkhole-like slump depression, or piping. Also, an
ERT with a, 5-m electrode spacing provides sufficient resolution to pinpoint the locations of filled sinkholes and
other geophysical anomalies. The ERT identified an area of ongoing subsurface erosion, which may eventually
collapse in the near future due to the presence of longitudinal anomalies in shape of lenses or cavities in-filled
with meteoric water. These sinkholes contain thick clay and others materials consisting of sandy or silty clay that
could collapse when subjected to piping under load, creating a latent site threat in this case in the near future.
The failure to supervise areas and unfortunate management in storage of manure and fertilizers, and the
application of liquid fertilizers via irrigation techniques may increase surface soil erosion. In addition, the
inappropriate tillage techniques, such as before heavy rainfall may facilitate the emergence of sinking streams,
cavities and sinkholes. This study discovered that this area was hazardous to farmers seeking living spaces, or
animal’s shades or horses stables over the area. This is due to the fact that a collapse or subsidence for the cover
soil or material and underlying layers (due to load) might occur at any time in the near future. This study will
enable an understanding that an area with specification approximating to this study area will create future threats.
The variety of sinkholes identified and delineated in this site during the geological and geophysical survey is
presented in Figure 17.
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Figurre 17. Several varieties of sin
nkholes identified and delineeated in the sitte during the geological and
geophhysical survey
ded to use in thhe plan to miniimize the risk of problem areeas in this site. The
Two solutiion methods arre recommend
first solution is small sinnkholes remediiation by usingg of Bentonite drilling mud and
a the rock cuutting. In this stage
is cleaningg the land froom the plantss and boshes. The second stage, small sinkholes rem
mediation by uusing
Bentonite drilling mud and the rock cutting from tthe drilling opperation as on
ne of the stepss of environm
mental
n after the watter and other liiquids are rem
moved to refill the
t small sinkhholes
managemeent in oil and ggas exploration
in this sitee would be the ideal solution
n. To fill these small sinkholees, first excavaating the holes then filling it with
bentonite drilling
d
mud aand the rock cu
utting. After thhat if possible to spray the fiilling sinkholees with geopolyymer
chemical solution
s
to filll the gaps betw
ween the rockss fragments. The
T third stagee, the upper most
m of the sinkkhole
area was completed
c
withh bentonite claay about 4.0/5..0 inches to prevent water seeepage from occcurring. Afterr that
the final laayer of the groound surface co
overs with soill about 6.0/7.00 inches. Surfaace soil need im
mprovement inn this
constructioon site by roolling and co
ompaction proocesses to inncrease the sttiffness througgh decreasingg the
permeabiliity in this site.
The seconnd solution using of the deep
p grouting techhnique by injeection of geop
polymer chemiical solution ggrouts
(Urethane)) is a form of ppenetration grrouting. It’s a ccost valuable specialized
s
pro
ocess that usess chemical soluution
forms to fill
f the small vvoids and fissu
ures in the sooil. The granullar soils with considerable sand
s
with finee and
medium siize contents arre the best appropriate for tthis technique. That will strrengthen the ground
g
and preevent
excessive movement. Chhemical grout is injected thhrough the joinnts and gaps in
n the surroundding soil and ssand,
where it soolidifies with tthe soil to mak
king it appear rrelatively impeermeable and hard.
h
14. Conclu
usions
A combinaation of Wennner Electrical Resistivity Toomography, geeological and satellite
s
imagiing techniquess was
applied to determine thee sinkholes an
nd overburdenned thickness in
i the covered
d carbonate kaarst terrains foor the
purpose off studying the Kinta Valley (Kampong Kuunsila estate), located in thee northwest off Kampar, souuth of
Ipoh, Peraak, Peninsula M
Malaysia; Two
o Dimensional (2-D) electrical resistivity im
maging/tomoggraphy surveyss was
conducted by employingg a large num
mber of electroodes using a 41-channel
4
and
d array in Wennner configuraation,
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displayed in five traverses or profiles across and in-proximity to many sinkholes located at the site.
The electrical resistivity data were collected and assumed to identify the origin of these sinkholes and their
shapes; on top of estimating a sinkhole’s and the bedrock’s (limestone) depth. Furthermore, it generates the
geological model of the area under study and the type of overburdened sediments and its thickness. Several
varieties of sinkholes were discovered in the study area via the information and data record of geological and
geophysical survey, more than a few causes of origins were speculated for these sinkholes. This study found that
this area and other areas with similar specifications are hazardous for constructing accommodation for habitation,
or creating animal sheds, as well as manure storage facilities, feed storage, poultry farms, etc. There is a
possibility of collapse or subsidence of the soil cover or material and underlying layers due to the load at any
time in the future. This study also identified the presence of an area of ongoing subsurface dissolutional erosion
that may eventually collapse in the near future. Two solution methods are recommended to use in the plan to
minimize the risk of problem areas in this site.
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